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liminal narratives 

stories in the betwixt and
between

Smith&eld

ruin
Ruins pose a constant negotiation between glory and dissolution; success and
failure; substance and nothingness. They ’embody a set of temporal and historical
paradoxes’ (Dillon, p.11). The abandoned warehouse or the tumbledown barn reveal
a memory of the past and simultaneously a projection of our own futures. In the
medieval motif of The four living and the four dead, four young nobles, hunting with
hawk and hound, are confronted by four cadavers. Their hoarse and emphysemic
breath utters the warning ‘As you are, so once were we…as we are now, so you will
be’. Ruins provide a mirror on our own decay while hinting at their own survival: a
‘fragment with a future’ (p.11) which will outlive us.

But these suggestive, liminal
ruins are betwixt and
between in other ways. Their
journey of transition is
constant as agents such as
wind, rain, lichen, moss, birds
and insects recast their
identities and ‘transform the
qualities of matter’ (DeSilvey
and Edensor, p.477). This is
not necessarily a cruel or
pitiless destruction.  Looking
into a marble fountain,there
is ‘intimacy in the contact’
between stone and water
that ‘here produces a

gleaming surface veined with unsuspected colours, here magni&es fossil or granular
structure’ (Stokes, p.26). Ruination can be gentle, caressive, revelatory.
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St Marys

A place for ruins is also a site for the uncanny – Das Unheimlich – where ‘the
familiar and homely suddenly become strange’ (Edensor, 2005, p.835). Let us, for
example, walk through the ruined church of Tivetshall St Mary in Norfolk. As we
stand in the open nave with the sky above and incomplete walls around us, we
sense a familiar space. We orientate ourselves around the chancel and mound
where a tower once stood; the piscina full of dust a recognisable feature. Yet the
customary is subverted. The ]oor is surreally experienced as a meadow – for grass
grows where ]agstone and marble are expected. The ]int and mortar that line the
nave are not cool to the touch but warmed by the sun high above us. Our
perceptions and senses are tilted.

For this is a place
where the visual is
less privileged and
where, unlike the
usual tourist spaces,
‘the tactile, auditory
and aromatic
qualities of
materiality’ are
enhanced (Edensor,
2007, p.219). We are
keen to the sound of
the strimmer in the
overgrown
churchyard; the smell
of the cut grass in
the porch; the feel of
the twig that bends
underfoot as we

navigate around fallen gravestones.  This is Lefebvre’s perceived space – the
‘phenomenologically experienced spaces, that may be taken for granted through
the habits of the body’ (Dale and Burrell, p.8). Note how we stoop past the shrub
overhanging the south door – an automatic, re]ex action.

And, as we might expect, this is also a site for stories. The oaicial narrative – how
the church was destroyed by a sonic boom in 1949 following years of neglect and
increasing dereliction – can be found on a noticeboard by the entrance.  Such
histories ‘seamlessly banish ambiguity and the multiplicity of the past’ (Edensor,
2005, p.831) but ruins ‘oaer opportunities for constructing alternative versions of
the past, and for recouping untold and marginalized stories’ (DeSilvey and Edensor,
p.471).  Like ghosts, ‘involuntary memories come upon us, rekindling the past
through unexpected confrontations with sounds, ‘atmospheres’, and particularly
smells’ (Edensor, 2005, p.837). And one such story springs to mind, prompted by the
sound (and fresh wheat aroma) of harvesting on a neighbouring &eld. A story of how
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a farmer, ploughing late on a winter’s evening, saw something in the churchyard
illuminated in the sweep of his tractor’s lights as it rounded the headland.  Whatever
it was (he never said), it was enough to make him ]ee, the tractor engine found still
running the next morning.  This reminds us too that liminal spaces are sites of
transgression – albeit often more ludic than demonic: children playing on the fallen
houses of the Blitz or, strangely, beachcombers seeking illicit liaisons with a a
statue…(Andrews, p.163)!

Ruins in&ltrate our organisations too. Some are physical: our own spatial edgelands
or dark terrains.  In Hirst and Humphrey’s study of spatial redesign in a local
authority, they contrast the new central oaice –  ‘a very large, bright space, with
light ]ooding through the glass roof and walls and re]ecting oa the pale, polished
limestone ]oor’ (p.1513) – with the paper storage unit located in an out-of-town
business park. Placed close to wasteland, a sewage works and a derelict railway,
the conditions of this unit are ‘austere, with several discomforts, such as arti&cial
light, dust and cold.’ (p.1518). I am sure we know similar ruins – the less privileged
parts of our buildings where transient teams seek shelter: the desks scuaed, the IT
antiquated and the chairs threadbare.

But, if we look carefully, other more ethereal ruins emerge: the rubbled remains of
past initiatives, projects, ways of working.  Some were, like half-&nished tower
blocks, prematurely suspended, victims to changes in strategy, new technology or
structural re-organisation. Others were completed but lie superseded by new
priorities. Sometimes such ruins are manifested through physical traces: the
forgotten folder of past business plans or the oaice directory with faded
photographs from years past.  Like any ‘bare, ruin’d choir’ these are stimuli for
involuntary memory and story – ‘Goodness, there’s a photo of X – do you
remember that occasion when…’. But often such archaeology is virtual: excavating
document management systems for spreadsheets and emails (where the recipients,
once so urgently cc’d, are now often ghosts – long departed, absent, forgotten).

And like St Mary’s destruction by the sonic boom, such ruins carry oaicial narratives
to explain their failure or demise. Promulgated via the established channels, these
stories serve as our guidebook and exhibit caption. Yet, as we know, ruins carry
ghosts that are hard to exorcise. Unoaicial stories – traded in corridors, cafes and
the other liminal spaces we inhabit – are the mischeivous revenants that playfully
subvert grand narratives.  However, are stories but ruins themselves?  Like the
marble fountain, they are sculpted and worn – not by water but through memory,
caprice and intent. For the stories we tell are not necessarily the same as the stories
we hear. So, maybe, in the sharp (arti&cial) light of day, ghosts are not to be believed
in after all.
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